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Lisa Ballard
Lisa Ballard uses landscape to explore
her obsession with colour and light, in
particular the juxtaposition of colours and
how they affect each other. Often leaning
towards abstraction, Lisa looks beyond the
landscape itself creating powerful images
that reflect the temporal and fleeting nature
of her experience in that place. Putting great
emphasis on her practice, Lisa incorporates
painterly brush marks that encourage an
organic response to every colour and layer
she applies.
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Tristan Barry
Tristan Barry is a founding member of

Rooted firmly in drawing, he explores the

Cathedral Studios Belfast, established in 2003

contours of our landscape and personal

with fellow graduates of the Belfast College of

spaces, inviting the viewer to consider

Art. Now firmly established in the Cathedral

the subject from a different perspective

Quarter on Donegall Street, the studios are

by consciously directing our attention to

an artist run, not for profit organisation

his gaze. Deliberately monochromatic, the

actively involved in the local arts. Regularly

resulting pieces expose the landscapes in

participating in events such as Culture Night,

their most primitive and fundamental forms.

Belfast Open Studios and the Cathedral

His current practice is concerned with large

Quarter Arts Festival, the group works

scale landscape drawings, which demand

together to exhibit their work and to support

us to consider the importance of drawing as

each artist in their individual practice.

a media that may stand alone and as a final
product, rather than as a means to an end or

Tristan works in a range of media, working
from local and personal landscapes.

in support to a wider practice.
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Glenn Kennedy
Aesthetically I am interested in disorder - the
compositional modifications of incoherent
imagery to create new narratives. In my
paintings I collage together images with
different contexts in order to convey my own
meanings. My desire is for the physicality
of paint to possess the same viscosity
and dynamism as my reference imagery.
Working with secondary sources offers me
the freedom to defile and rearrange thus
allowing me access to a platform from which
I can narrate over situations I could not
personally have witnessed.
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Kevin Miller
I am interested in making paintings that can

He has exhibited regularly over the past

just incongruously appear as physical objects

13 years in Ireland and Internationally.

out of the digital environment. A kind of

Exhibitions include: (2016) Something Hero

ridiculous inversion of augmented reality.

Something (solo), Ashford Gallery, Royal

Digital objects, icons or characters have a

Hibernian Academy, Dublin; Instream- Queen

special relationship to meaning with fixed

Street Gallery and University of Ulster Gallery

attributes or functions or metaphors which

Belfast, (2015) 185th RHA Annual –Dublin,

are often inscrutable outside their context,

Winter Group Show; Taylor Galleries, Dublin.

working out what they do has become a part of

(2013) ‘Now Wakes the Sea’, Kinsale Arts

everyday life. I aim to create work that suggests

Festival, Kinsale, (2012) ‘Eyesore’, (Solo)

a removal, a break or a missing context and use

exhibition, Marketplace Theatre, Armagh. He

that space as an ambiguous site for meaning.

is recipient of a number of awards including
Support for the Individual Artist Program, Arts

Kevin is a Graduate of Ulster of University in

Council of Northern Ireland and the RHA Tony

both MA Irish Visual Culture and BA Fine Art.

O’Malley Residency.
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John Macormac
My art practice has recently shifted focus

encourage improvisation, each iteration will

beyond drawing, I curate atmospheric sets for

be different.

drum performances. Sculptures are imposing
and hard edged. Lighting is subdued, there

I find inspiration in many places, and enjoy

is a palpable sense of mystery.

clashing elements associated with disparate
genres. The dark aesthetic draws influence

I write recipe scores that prescribe what will

from gothic and heavy metal subcultures. The

be played using electronic drums and a loop

synthesised palette of sounds built in to the

station connected to an amplifier. I may perform

electronic drum kit are associated with 1980s

pieces or invite other musicians to do so.

dance bands like New Order. Drawn scores are
informed by the experimental compositions of

These scores provide rules or instructions.

John Cage and jazz musician Anthony Braxton.

Sections become looped and layered. This
approach interrupts a conventional, musical
approach to drumming. They are written to

johnmacormacart.wordpress.com
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Timothy Farrell
Timothy Farrell’s artistic practice deals
with the meanings assigned to context.
The isolation of content within the source
material allows the ability to reassign new
meaning to what might appear insignificant
and often desolate.
Tim is also a practicing graphic designer Most of his pieces are taken from graphic
experiments using photography, collage
and typographical treatments.
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Luke Godson
Taking inspiration from his surroundings
Luke works in a wide range of mediums. His
work focuses on aesthetics and the idea of
playing up to the expectations of perfection
and the stigmas attached to it.
As a trained graphic designer Luke takes
advantage of his ability to mix media to
produce work that on the surface looks
polished but usually features undertones
that makes the viewer ask questions about
what’s on display.
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